
• At the end of each trial, the correct category was revealed and the subjects 
recorded the accuracy of their category guess. 
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Engineering can potentially disrupt powerful cultural meanings of 
who counts as STEM-capable. For example, in our recent study of 
70 4th and 5th grade students’ learning during an engineering 
unit, youth defined smart engineers more broadly and richly than 
smart students.1 Definitions of smart engineer reflected many 
practices indicative of productive disciplinary engagement.2

We used these findings to launch 
into a more in-depth, ethnographic 
study of the nature of engineering 
competence and how it emerges in 
practice.

• Title 1 urban elementary school, 5th grade 
(20 students)

• School under pressure to improve student 
achievement

• Ms. Reyes (not pictured here) was an 
award winning teacher, experienced with 
Engineering is Elementary curriculum 

• 20 hours of instruction: Designing solar 
ovens (green engineering) and Designing 
water filters (environmental engineering)

• Interviews; pre/post surveys
• Analyzed group-level meanings of salient 

practices 

Dual sides of cultural narratives 

• Cultural examinations of engineering classrooms allow us to 
understand what practices are salient and consequential for youths’ 
engagement and meaning-making. What practices do they feel are 
most indicative of competent engineering design? 

• Practices touted by Next Generation Science Standards (or by others) 
will not be straightforwardly taken up by participants. Context 
matters. Students’ meaning-making that limited productive 
disciplinary engagement makes sense given the high-stakes failure, 
competitive, authoritative, fixed-frame school environment.

• Cultural analyses provide strong explanatory frames for how, 
when, and why productive disciplinary engagement is constrained.

What cultural narratives are consequential for fifth-grade 
students’ productive disciplinary engagement and meanings of 
engineering competence? 
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Conceptualizing culture
• Social practice theory. Cultural meanings are produced in 

practice, within and against larger domains of power3;4

• Local cultural meanings, no matter how novel, are always at 
least partially reflective of historically enduring meanings (i.e., 
reproductive). Domains of power bear down, thread through 
and are produced from the ground up in everyday practices.

• School science has a strong history of particular (narrow) forms 
of participation. School engineering may be less constrained by 
history.

A good engineer

Persists through failure Comm well w team Good problem solver
Has agency/confidence Considers prop of materials Pays att'n/focuses/does work
Creative/invents Considers social/env impact Engages in EDP
Has successful design Smart/schooly prototype

Figure 1. “What does one have to do to be a good engineer?” Students’ understanding 
of salient practices and habits of mind demonstrated remarkable breadth

Three cultural narratives emerged as consequential
(which enabled/constrained productive disciplinary engagement)

2. “Be persistent”
Improving designs allowed 
students to work through 
frustration, use evidence 
and reasoning, and feel a 
sense of agency. However, 
some narratives implied 
that they were persisting 
toward a “right answer” or 
“best score”, reinforcing 
fixed frames.5

1. “Get along with others”
Getting along meant being 
a good teammate, 
communicating well, and 
minimizing disagreements. 
This promoted use of 
evidence to defend ideas, 
but also sometimes 
prompted students to opt 
out of design if they had an 
alternative idea (to prevent 
an argument).

3. “Use evidence”
Engineering design enabled 
students to create and use 
data to inform decisions. 
Yet, they struggled with 
fundamental epistemic 
questions like: What counts 
as evidence? Should we use 
intuition or results of an 
investigation that yielded 
questionable data? Who 
has epistemic authority? 

Promoting Productive Disciplinary Engagement
“Our class fights a lot, but the engineering really brings us together as 
friends.” (Get along with others, Lexie)

”You don't have to do it one time and make it the best the first time, 
because you need to learn how to make a few mistakes before you get 
it right.” (Be persistent, Jason)

”[To help my classmates improve their designs, I would tell them to] 
look at the data to see which [materials] work better. Because most 
people chose ones that they think would do best, not according to the 
data.” (Use evidence, Jacinda)

Constraining Productive Disciplinary Engagement
Argument was not framed as a productive resource; instead it was 
framed as undesirable– e.g., “I just agreed with them, so they 
wouldn’t actually get mad.” (Get along with others, Brady)

(After getting a “good” score on her water filter design): “There’s 
nothing left to improve. We finished.” This was persistence toward a 
best score, reproducing static frames.5 (Be persistent, Darma)


